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A Message from the CEO, Rob Hammond 
 

 

‘Sustainability’ is a big word.   It means different things to different people; so what does it mean at 
Hammond Mfg? 

Firstly, reducing waste is nothing new to Hammond.  We owe our heritage to Fred Hammond and his 
brothers who grew up in the depression years.  They learned out of necessity.  I remember uncle Len, 
who drove a modest car and didn’t waste motor oil with changes.  He did small things like gathered the 
opened envelopes from the morning mail and opened them up in order to make his own note pads.  In 
those days, every bit of off cut or scrap material was used for something. 

They knew waste was bad for business-----and it still is. 

Today, more than ever we have to be mindful of our impact on the world around us.  We know our 
growing volumes will need more packaging, more materials and more energy.  Our challenge is to use 
our resources wisely and avoid waste. 

We should be proud of our environmentally sensitive projects, like recycling 100% of our wash water at 
Wilbert St. site 

We adapted digital systems and reduced paper systems.  We reclaim and recycle wherever we can.  And 
we care about our outside world.  We have planted trees and do our best to keep our factories tidy. And 
we support social initiatives for our community like the food banks. 

The corporate ‘sustainability’ report is our way to share our efforts.  Waste reduction is good for 
everyone. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Hammond commitment 

Our commitment to the environment and the community is a vital part of who we are. Therefore, we 
are continually looking for new and innovative ways to reach our goal of recycling a 100% of our waste 
water, scrap steel, paper and plastic. 

From our 2022 waste audits it shows Hammond Manufacturing Company Limited is much higher than 
the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation & Parks (MECP) 60% waste diversion, with 
Edinburgh Rd North scoring 90% of all waste diverted and Wilbert scored 95% diverted. 
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Of the 10% of waste that did finds its way into the landfill bound waste stream at Edinburgh Rd,  

 

 

 

 

 
“Other” is composed of many different other materials found in the audit samples that do not 
fit into other categories  



 

 

 

Of the 5% waste bound for landfill from 55 Wilbert St,  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

“Other” is composed of many different other materials found in the audit samples that do not 
fit into other categories  

 

In 2022, Hammond will be focusing on creating an environmental committee, composed of 
production employees and office employees with an interest in green initiatives.  These 
committees will be tasked with improving the Hammond diversion program as the audit also 
revealed some of our waste streams are contaminated with other waste which then renders it 
un-usable for recycling.  An example of this is;  

Based on the recycling audit results (Edinburgh and Wilbert Combined); 

 8443 kg (57%) of the recycling samples was contaminated with non-recyclable materials 
o 594 kg was organic material 
o 2255 kg was non-recyclable paper materials 
o 1467 kg was non-recyclable plastic materials 
o 1088 kg was non-recyclable “other” material 

While the materials are accepting in their own waste streams they are considered contaminates 
when they are found in other waste streams. 

GFL Waste Audit394 Edinburgh Rd North & 55 Wilbert St 2022, section 7.2 

 

 



 

 

 

Active Recycling 

 

At the heart of Hammond manufacturing is the manufacturing of enclosures and data racking 
made from mild steel, stainless steel and aluminum.  These raw materials are very valuable and 
must be used with the greatest efficiency in order to get the most out of this commodity.  
Hammond has invested in new technology in laser cutting, press brakes and welding equipment 
to allow employees to make the best quality product the first time.  While this is always 
Hammond’s goal, there is also an acknowledgement scrap metal is generated both in the 
nature of the process (steel skeletons) and in production scrap.  In order to recover costs and 
recycle the metal resources Hammond recycles the metal scrap.  In 2021, Hammond recycled 

 2,921,857 kg of mild steel 
 340,327 kg of stainless steel 
 67,896 kg of aluminum 

 
E-Waste Recycling 
Hammond has provided employees a place to recycle e-waste from their homes, with a volume of 7340 
kg being diverted over the 10 years the program has been in place.  This program helps to keep toxic 
heavy metals out of the local landfills, which in turn keeps the local surface and subsurface ground 
water safe. 
  
Battery Recycling 
Hammond also offers a battery surrendering program where employees can bring their spent batteries 
and have them disposed of correctly.  This program keeps lithium, cadmium, lead and nickel out of the 
environment.  This program has been very successful at all Hammond sites and will continue to be 
offered to all Hammond employees.   
 
Paper and Cardboard Recycling 
Hammond manufacturing recycles many of our paper resources as well.  There is a fine paper recycling 
program for office paper and a newspaper and cardboard recycling program for the production floor to 
divert their paper waste. 
Baled cardboard 59 tons was recycled from both facilities in 2021. This was up from 2022, where 32 tons 
was diverted for recycling. 
 
 



 

 

 

Improvements already making a difference in 2021 
 

 Saving energy by keeping equipment current – replaced weld machines saved 33600kWh 
 Collecting grinding, laser fume and weld fumes – 5534 kg in 2021 
 Aluminum turnings & casting – 67896 kg 
 Bailing clips – 70379 kg 
 Steel and regular busheling – 2815283 kg 
 Yard Scraps – 36047 kg 
 Stainless steel scrap solids – 274842 kg 
 Stainless steel scrap solid processors – 66200 kg 
 New fiber laser machine installed in 2021 – reduces cutting time by 5% 

 
 
Strategy for 2022 
 

1. Creating a recycling committee composed of employees to focus on more recycling 
opportunities 

2. Create a three waste stream plan to improve our waste sorting efforts. 
3. Working on reclaiming and selling used powder paint back to the manufacturer at our Edinburgh 

Rd North plant, and utilizing environmentally correct disposal for the powder paint reclaimed at 
Wilbert St. 

4. 100% wash water recycling is still operating successfully at our Wilbert St site 
 
Hammond Manufacturing has and will continue to be aware of our footprint in the world, and 
specifically in the communities we work in to make the best efforts to contribute to a cleaner world for 
our workers, their families and our community. 
 

 


